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Rama GEPRC GEP-MK5 -PRO Frame
MARK 5

Cena brutto 366,59 zł

Cena netto 298,04 zł

Dostępność Aktualnie niedostępny

Kod producenta GEP-MK5 -PRO

Producent GEPRC

Opis produktu
New Generation freestyle MARK5 frame. The MARK5 Frame is now officially released in three versions,which are standard
version, pro version and pro upgrade kits version.The frame is compatible with DJI AIR UNIT, CADDX VISTA and Analog VTX.

MARK5 frame is developed specifically for freestyle with squashed X arm design. Unique shock absorbing structure design,
less vibrations and resonance, to provide a stable operating environment for the electronic system. Aluminum alloy side
plates not only look stunning,but also reduce weight and add more endurance.

MARK5 frame supports the mainstream 30.5mm x 30.5mm Flight Controller. Pre-set two sets of installation holes, Were
30.5mm x 30.5mm and 20mm x 20mm Fixing holes respectively. The subsidiary printing parts can also be directly installed
with DJI Air Unit .

Strong power system, 16mm x 16mm / 19mm x 19mm motor holes will allow you to install larger 21-22-23-25 series motors,
with a 5-inch propellers, with a strong power output.

The MARK5 designed two different 3D printed mounts which can be installed with GoPro /Naked GoPro8/Insta 360 GO2 and
Caddx Peanut cameras to record every moment of Freestyle.

After perfectly continuous development, testing and tuning by GEPRC R&D team, we are proud to say, by far, MARK5 frame is
one of the best freestyle quadcopter frames on the market.

We’ve been pursuing for lighter weight, better flying experience, and more functionality for all our products!

 

Specification
Model: GEP-MK5

Motor to motor: 225mm

Top plate: 2.5mm

Bottom plate: 2.5mm

Arm plate: 5.0mm

FC mounting holes: 30.5mm x 30.5mm

VTX mounting holes: 30.5mm x 30.5mm / 20mm x 20mm

Motor mounting holes: 16mm x 16mm / 19mm x 19mm

Camera installation space: 19-20mm
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Suitable propeller size: 5″propeller

Dimension: 214mm x 168mm x 42mm

Weight: 130.0g

 

Feature
1. Aluminum alloy side plates not only look stunning, but reduce weight and add more endurance.

2. Developed specifically for freestyle with squashed X arm design.

3. The installation hole of VTX is compatible with DJI Air Unit and VISTA, while maintaining the 30.5*30.5 analog VTX
installation hole.

4. Support the installation of 19-20mm width lens,you can directly install DJI original lens.

5. Unique shock absorbing structure design, less vibrations and resonance.

6. Specially designed independent capacitor and buzzer compartment for better performance and shaking reduction.

7. Compatibility motor hole design, support the installation of 16x16mm and 19x19mm motors.

8. Designed two different 3D printed parts bases, which can be installed with GoPro ,Naked GoPro8, Insta 360 GO2 and Caddx
Peanut cameras,shooting is stable and clear. (Pro version comes with delivery)

9. MARK5 frame kit is ideal for freestyle flying and bando-bashing resistant.

 

Include
1 x MARK5 Frame Kits

1 x Battery strap M15x250mm

2 x Battery strap M20x220mm

2 x Battery Silicone Pads

1 x Set of 3D printings

2 x Action camera mount holder

1 x Set of screws

1 x Set of screwdrivers

1 x Antenna fixed tube

           

Produkt posiada dodatkowe opcje:

Kolor: Czarny , Zielony , Żółty
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